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January 2020 is here !

HOW HOOP SKIRTS LED
TO TAPE MEASURES
SCISSORS....

"Take a leap of faith and begin this
wondrous new year by believing."

SARAH BAN BREATHNACH.

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL

Check out our

2020 CLASSES
JANUARY 2020
CLASSES AT A
GLANCE

Best classes
to learn and
improve your
sewing skills.

Go

2020 CLASSES
Keep on the look out for this
NEW year's class calendar.
We will have many more
classes, some a lot more
involved than you have been
used to. That will give you the
opportunity to explore,
understand and utilize all the
awesome features on your
machines!

Give us a thumb up on
Facebook

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.sewingcentertb.com/classes.htm
WWW.SEWINGCENTERTB.COM

|

Scissors

Scissors, cutting instrument consisting of a
pair of opposed metal blades that meet and
cut when the handles at their ends are
brought together. The
term shears sometimes denotes large-size
scissors. Modern instruments are of two
types: the more usual pivoted blades have a
rivet or screw connection between the
cutting ends and the handle ends; spring
shears have a C-shaped spring connection
at the handle ends.

Scissors

Spring-type scissors probably date from the Bronze
Age and were commonly used in Europe until the
end of the Middle Ages. Pivoted scissors
of bronze and iron were used in ancient Rome and
in China, Japan, and Korea. In Europe their
domestic use dates from the 16th century, but not
until 1761, when Robert Hinchliffe of Sheffield,
Eng., first used cast steel in their manufacture, did
large-scale production begin. In the 19th century
much hand-forged work was produced, with
elaborately ornamented handles. By the end of the
19th century, styles were simplified for
mechanical-production methods.

The two blades are made to twist or curve
slightly toward one another so that they touch
in only two places: at the pivot, or joint, and at
the spot along the blades where the cutting is
taking place. When completely closed, the
points of the blades touch. In the case of the
finest cutting instruments, the two unfinished
metal blanks and the fasteners are coded with
an identifying mark so they can be
manufactured as a set.

Blanks are usually made from red-hot steel bars
that are forged at high speed between the dies of
drop hammers, but others also of satisfactory
quality may be made from cold-forged blanks. The
steel may contain from 0.55 to 1.03 percent carbon,
the higher carbon content providing a harder
cutting steel for certain applications. Stainless
steel is used for surgical scissors. Certain
nonferrous alloys that will not produce sparks or
interfere with magnetism are employed in making
scissors for cutting cordite and magnetic tape.
Handle and blade are usually constructed in one
piece, but in some cases the handles are electrically
welded to the steel blades.

Scissors

Expert sharpening is required to restore the
edge-angle sharpness; each blade is passed
smoothly and lightly across a grinding wheel,
following the twist of the blade, with an even
pressure throughout the stroke to avoid
causing ridges or other irregularities.

A special form of shears used for sheet-metal
work, called tin shears, or tin snips, is equipped
with high-leverage handles to facilitate cutting
the metal. Another special form, pruning
shears, are designed for trimming shrubs and
trees.

SOURCE: WRITTEN BY THE EDITORS OF ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

NEW!
JOIN OUR BRAND NEW

SERGER & EMBROIDERY CLUB

Do you know that a very high percentage of Embroidery Machine
owners do not take full advantage of their machines?
Acquire substantial skill, knowledge, and experience, participating
in our Club, plus enjoy the camaraderie of learning with peers.
EMBROIDERY CLUB

You are eligible to become a member of our Embroidery Club if
you know how to operate an embroidery machine.
BENEFITS:
20% off of $300.00 for a 12 month subscription or
15% off of $180.00 for a 6 month subscription
15% off embroidery thread, unless you are a Floriani Club
member, then that 30% discount supersedes
10% off Embroidery Events whether at the store or off-site
Help from our teachers anytime other than at session time

NEW!

SERGER & EMBROIDERY CLUB

Do you know all the different things you can make with a serger,
other than a professional finish look to your garments?
Aquire substancial skill, knowledge and experience, participating
in our Club, plus enjoy the camaraderie of learning with peers.
SERGER CLUB

You are eligible to become a member of our Club if you know how
to operate a Serger Machine.
BENEFITS:
20% off of $300.00 for a 12 month subscription or
15% off of $180.00 for a 6 month subscription
15% off of Serger Events whether at the store or off-site
Help from our teachers anytime other than at session time
20% off on fabrics, notions and kits for Club Classes
10% off on Sergers thread when bought outside the class

Give us a call for more information!!

SERGER-MADE
CHILDREN'S
HOODIE AND
LOUNGE
PANTS

CLICK ON THE ICON
BELOW TO
DOWNLOAD YOUR
FREE PROJECT /

BABY LOCK /
Free Sewing Project

EMERY
PINCUSHION

Are you familiar with the little strawberry that comes along with the famous
tomato pincushion? Do you know the purpose of that strawberry? It´s an emery
pincushion. Its purpose is to sharpen your pins and needles. It is filled with a
mineral called "emery".
Emery resembles fine metal shavings. It is used as an abrasive in industrial
applications and also on many useful household items such as emery boards.
You can find the emery sand through the internet.

NEW!

VIP SERGER &
EMBROIDERY CLUB

VIP EMBROIDERY CLUB
Did you know that a very high percentage of Embroidery Machine owners do not take full
advantage of their machines? Acquire substantial skill, knowledge, and experience,
participating in our Club, plus enjoy the camaraderie of learning with peers.
VIP Embroidery Club
You are eligible to become a member of our VIP Club if you bought a Top of the Line
Embroidery machine from us such as: Solaris, Destiny, Valiant, Altair, Meridian, Aerial, Epic,
or Diamond.
VIP Embroidery Club Benefits
20% off $300.00 for a 12 month subscription or
15% off $180.00 for a 6 month subscription
Access to use a machine during session that's equal or similar to what you own.
For those subscribing for 12 months you will get the Floriani Club ($45.00 value starting
in 2020)
20% off Embroidery Events whether at the store or off-site
Help from our teachers anytime other than at session time
20% off on fabrics, notions and kits for Club classes

NEW!
VIP SERGER CLUB
Do you know all the different things you can make with a serger, other than a professional
finish look to your garments? Obtain considerable skill, knowledge and experience,
participating in our Club, plus enjoy the camaraderie of learning with peers.
VIP Serger Club
You are eligible to become a member of our VIP Club if you bought a Top of the Line
Serger from us such as: Triumph, Ovation, Accolade, Acclaim or Huskylock 25.
VIP Serger Club Benefits
20% off of $300.00 for a 12 month subscription or
15% off of $180.00 for a 6 month subscription
Access to use a machine during session that's equal or similar to what you own.
For those subscribing for 12 months you will get 30% off Madeira Serger Thread which
is the equivalent to our new Madeira Club
20% off Serger Events whether at the store or off-siteHelp from our teachers anytime
other than at session time
20% off on fabrics, notions and kits for Club classes
15% off on Serger accessories when you buy outside the club class

Give us a call for more information!!

" Let all the failures
of your past year be
your best guide in
the New Year"
MEHMET MURAT ILDAN

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL + LIVE, LAUGH, LOVE & SEW

JANUARY 15TH - 31ST

OESD
PRODUCTS

25% OFF
JANUARY
SALE!

HOW HOOP SKIRTS LED TO
TAPE MEASURES
Eighteenth-century ladies would recognize some things about the modern
contractor’s tool
In the nineteenth century, new technologies allowed skirts to blossom as
never before–which in turn sparked other innovations, not always
expected.
The first patent for a steel tape measure was granted in Britain in
1829, writes Randy Alfred for Wired. It belonged to a “flat wire” maker
named James Chesterman. Flat wire was used in fashion as well as
industry, writes Alfred.

The July 14, 1868 patent for a tape measure included these two drawings.
(U.S. Pat. No. 79,965)
Perhaps its best-known fashion use was to create the almost absurdly large bell
silhouettes found in hoop skirts called crinolines. “A really fluffed-out, layered
hoop skirt could use 180 feet of wire,” Alfred writes–so making flat wire was big
business from the mid 1850s to the late 1860s, when crinoline hoop skirts had
fallen out of fashion, in part because of a horrifying series of fires.
Chesterman turned more towards marketing his “Steal [sic] Measuring
Chain,” writes Collectors Weekly. The "chain" was a reference to the lengthy,
heavy chain used by surveyors, even though what Chesterman was
manufacturing was a lighter and less bulky metal tape.

TAPE MEASURES

Chesterman’s tape measures, which cost $300 in today's money, according to
Alfred, were contained in a donut-shaped leather case, writes the National
Museum of American History. Chesterman continued to tinker with his
design after its original patent, refining it. But it took another inventor–this
time an American–to take the tape measure to the next level, writes Connecticut
History.
On July 14, 1868, a Connecticut man named Alvin J. Fellows patented the springclick tape measure. The difference between his tape measure and the ones that
came before was a “spring-click,” in the words of the patent, that allowed the
user to lock the tape measure when it was extended, “so as to hold the tape at
any desired position.” Fellows claimed that because installing the spring-click
required a complete recombination of the other inner components of the tape
measure, he had created a new tape measure–not just a specific improvement on
Chesterman’s design.
He wasn’t the only American to get in on the game, writes Collectors Weekly. In
1871, just a few years later, a Long-Island based company called Justus Roe &
Sons began offering “Roe’s Electric Reel.” But although tape measures are
ubiquitous in the trades today, they didn’t take off quickly. It wasn’t until the
mid-twentieth century that the tape measure overtook the folding wooden
carpenter’s ruler, writes Alfred.
Because it was expensive, this type of measuring tape did not immediately
replace folding wooden rulers but it was the basis for the locking steel tape
measures used today.” Connecticut History writes.As for the fashion world, the
age of metal tapes wasn’t entirely over: the bustle remained in vogue.

SOURCE: SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE.

Enchanted
Kimberbell Curated: Enchanted
We have everything you need to
make these beautiful designs for
your Enchanted story!

Check this Video!
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DEAR CUSTOMER, NEXT
JANUARY 11TH & 12TH, THE
STORE WILL BE CLOSED, WE
WILL BE LEARNING AND
HAVING FUN AT OUR
ANITA'S UNIVERSITY EVENT

2653 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Suite 119.
Wesley Chapel, FL. 33544
Phone: (+813) 591.1838 &
(+813) 792.1855
www.sewingcentertb.com

Hello friends!!
Do you like our
Newsletter?
GIVE US A THUMBS UP!

in our Facebook
page

CLICK HERE!

think local
BUY LOCAL
BE LOCAL
PLEASE SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
LIKING US ON FB AND BBB.
YOUR SUPPORT REALLY
MATTERS.

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL.

WWW.SEWINGCENTERTB.COM |

Visit us!

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL
2653 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Suite 119.
Wesley Chapel, FL. 33544
Phone: (+813) 591.1838 & (+813) 792.1855
Email: info@sewingcentertb.com
Shop Hours:
Monday to Wednesday: 10:00am - 6:00pm
Thursday to Saturday: 10:00 am - 7:00 pm
Sunday: 11:00 am - 5:00 p

Visit our online store:
http://www.sewingcentertb.com/products.htm

